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Abstract

In Europe in 2008 governments spent 36 billion Euro on sports subsidies. One of the main goals for spending public money on sports is to increase the participation of people in sports. The Czech Republic even spent more than average on sports. However, the participation in sports in this country lags behind the European average. This article investigates whether the way such grants are given can explain this. One of the outcomes of this paper is that transparency in the decision-making process in sports-grants allocation is lacking, resulting in many cases of fraud. This paper also investigates the merits of an alternative way of allocating money, which is, using sports vouchers as a tool for allocating public resources. The experience with that instrument is, although rare, quite positive, especially in reducing fraud. Although there is a lot of hesitance against using vouchers, the experience shows that this is primarily based on prejudice and unfamiliarity with this instrument.
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1. Introduction

A significant portion of public budgets in Europe are directed towards sports subsidies. This is partly the case because the EU believes that “in grassroots sport, equal opportunities and open access to sporting activities can only be guaranteed through
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strong public involvement.” (Commission of the European Union 2007, 13). The most recent available comparative figures show that in 2008, European national governments spent €10.7 billion on sports, i.e. €21.5 per person, per year. The funding of sports from government at the local level is estimated to be even 2.5 times as high (€26 bn).

There are of course huge differences within Europe, as the amounts of money spent on sports are strongly related to the wealth of a country. In the Czech Republic, the amount of money estimated to be spent by government on sports in 2008, just before the financial crisis, was €168 million. (Eurostrategies 2011, 57). This amounts to 31% of all revenues for the sports sector in the Czech Republic. Compared to the Western European countries, where the share of sports-sector revenues coming from government is on average below 20%, and compared to other Central European countries, where the share of sports sector revenues coming from government is on average above 40%, the financial role of government in sports in the Czech Republic is in the middle.

One of the main goals of spending public money on sports is to increase participation. Previous research among individuals and sports organizations showed that participation in sports serves important goals such as increased health and social cohesion. (Eurostrategies 2011, 43). However, as the same study on grassroots sports-funding in the EU showed, sports participation in the EU is still rather low: “The number of individuals who practice sports as a member of a club is estimated at 76 million across the EU-27. This represents 16% of the population.” (Eurostrategies 2011, 36). There are huge differences in terms of participation among countries, but there are also differences among genders and income classes, and participation seems to decrease with age. In the Czech Republic, participation in sports is far below the European average. Less than 30% of the Czech population participates in sports regularly and less than 10% are sports club members. (Eurostrategies 2011). The figures reflecting the average amounts of public spending on sports with resulting participation rates that are much lower than expected raise the following questions: What is wrong with public spending on sports in the Czech Republic, and are there alternative ways to persuade more people to become active in sports. It could be that the target group is not reached because due to fraudulent behavior (part of) the subsidies are wasted. This article investigates the degree to which that is indeed the case. The main goal is to assess the transparency of the allocation of public grants for sports organizations on the municipal level in the case of the Czech Republic and discuss one possible method of how to improve the transparency – a vouchers system. This could provide an answer to the question of why public support for sports in the Czech Republic is above average, while the participation in amateur sports is far below average. In order to address this problem five sub-questions will be answered:
1. What is known from previous research on sports grants and especially on the merits of vouchers?

2. What is the structure of providing grants to sports clubs in the Czech Republic?

3. To which degree are the criteria for providing grants in the Czech Republic transparent?

4. To which degree are these subsidies susceptible to fraud?

5. What does the experience of municipalities in which a voucher system is in use say about the merits of vouchers compared to classic ways of providing subsidies?

In order to answer these questions, we first give a brief overview of what is known about the effectiveness of public expenditures on sports (section 2). Next, the existing structure of public funding of sports in the Czech Republic is described (section 3). We then focus on problems in the funding policies of local governments towards the sports sector (section 4). In the last part of this paper, we present the outcomes of our investigation into an alternative method of giving grants to the sports sector, namely through a voucher system (section 5).

Two separately performed analyses are presented. The first analysis addresses data related to the actual practices of selected municipalities in funding sports organizations and examines the availability and quality of information about the process for providing grants to sports NGOs. The second analysis presents the results of a large-scale survey among sports clubs.

2. Previous research on the effectiveness of public involvement in sports

Despite the enormous amount of public money invested in sports, surprisingly little is known about the effectiveness of providing grants to the sports sector in comparison with other parts of the public sector. Consequently, different opinions about its effectiveness are possible, including:

1) Grants are useful and benefit society. They persuade people to behave in a desired way by diminishing the costs of the desired behavior, i.e. joining a sports organization. An EU study showed that one quarter of all people do not participate in sports because of the costs involved (Eurostrategies 2011, 39). For the clubs and the national sports federations, the cost for the participant is perceived to be the main barrier, followed by issues related to the quality and availability of infrastructures (ibid., 40). This claim is supported by the positive statistical relationship between government expenditures on sports and participation rates in EU countries. However, this might be an illusory association explained by
general wealth, that is GDP per capita. Sports participation and public funding of sports are both positively related to a nation’s wealth.

2) Grants may not have any real effect. It might be kind of a fiscal illusion. Grants could be seen as the result of political decisions, without being related to any economic or non-economic benefit for society. People are persuaded to become active in sports for reasons besides the cost. As a study on sports participation showed, lack of time is mentioned twice as often as the high cost as a barrier to participation in sports (Eurostrategies 2011, 39). Empirical research on the effectiveness of grants to the sports sector is not always positive. Martin (2001) and Jones (2002) provided arguments against the support of sports activities/organizations from public budgets in general, because little (or no) positive economic impacts were achieved by such funding, and the process of grant allocation seems to be more a political than a rational economic process (Kantor 1995).

3) Grants could be effective, but will only benefit society under specific circumstances. It is not whether or how many grants are provided, but the way in which they are provided that has an effect. Previous research indicated two problems in the present method of allocating funds: their allocation is far from transparent and therefore does not support increased participation, and they are not directed to the target group, i.e. the potential participants, but to the sports associations. Some authors claim that in order to be effective, transparency in the decision-making process of allocating money is the first necessity (Stirton and Lodge 2001). Only then can a decent assessment of the effects of sports grants be made. A transparent environment in grants allocation is not a sufficient condition for achieving positive effects for society, but it is seen as a necessary condition. If transparency is lacking in the field of sports-grants allocation, it is possible to seriously doubt the positive effects of grants on society. Wolman and Spitzley (1999) recommend that public funding of sports focus attention on participants as a target group instead of on the grant amounts. One way to do this is by changing public spending from supporting sports associations to supporting potential participants.

Both goals – increased transparency and the target-oriented provision of grants – could be accomplished by introducing a voucher system as an alternative to giving the funds directly to the sports associations and clubs. “Voucher systems of distribution are defined as regimes in which individuals receive (pay for or are allocated) entitlements to a good or service which they may ‘cash in’ at some specified set of suppliers, which then redeem them for cash or the equivalent from a funding body. Vouchers are used in the distribution of private goods and services as well as in public services.” (Cave 2001, 59).

The application of vouchers for public-resource allocation was originally introduced for the education system. One of the earliest suggestions for the govern-
ment use of vouchers, made by Milton Friedman in 1962, was as a way to fund education, without excessive government intervention in the market (Friedman and Friedman 1982). Vouchers typically transfer purchasing power to the client. An example of the use of vouchers is in the healthcare sector. Health vouchers are used as a tool for increasing the possibility for patients to choose among providers and for targeting subsidies to the poor and/or high-risk/vulnerable groups (see more in Gorter et al. 2003), and as an alternative means of funding healthcare services (Wilson 1999; Peacock and Segal 2000).

Table 1
Merits of using vouchers in providing sports grants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Advantages (benefits)</th>
<th>Disadvantages (costs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recipients</strong></td>
<td>• Motivation to continue or start with sports</td>
<td>• Time (and cost) for collecting the voucher from the local municipality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Freedom of consumer choice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Indirect involvement in public affairs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sports clubs/organization</strong></td>
<td>• Increasing interest in services granted by the voucher</td>
<td>• Administrative stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Guaranteed support not dependent on political decision-making process</td>
<td>• Economic cost of administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State/local municipality</strong></td>
<td>• Establish a transparent system based on inhabitants’ revealed preferences instead of on a political decision</td>
<td>• The risk that no public resources would be gained if no vouchers from members were gathered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Absence of the necessity to formulate a clear sports-grant policy – consumer choice determines allocation</td>
<td>• Vouchers are set to a fixed amount of money, hence cost differences among sports are not taken into consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The value of the voucher can be floating (derived from the number of collected vouchers). Hence, the sum of money can be unpredictable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Pavlík 2013

Using sports vouchers as tool for allocating public resources is still quite rare, though early attempts with sports vouchers were made in the USA, and there are examples of sports vouchers in the Czech Republic. One problem with vouchers was mentioned by Crompton (1983). He indicated that “there is a danger that resources may be allocated to the most persuasive rather than the most responsive organizations.” Valkama and Bailey (2001) categorize sports vouchers as service vouchers within the public sector. They see vouchers as a useful tool for employers to moti-
vate/reward employees. Their taxation of vouchers enables the possibility of using vouchers as an allocation tool similar to school vouchers. Although Cave (2001, 84) did not mention sports vouchers we can use his taxation of sports grants. The principal objective is the redistribution of funds taking into account information problems. Cave pleads for privatized funding (i.e. private suppliers can reimburse the vouchers) with a reasonable amount of competition between sports clubs over members.

Based on the literature, the following merits of voucher systems can be distinguished (see Table 1)

One of the questions addressed below concerns the opinions in the Czech Republic on the need for and merits of the introduction of a voucher system.

3. Methods

The following sections present the results of our research on public support of sports clubs in the Czech Republic. This research was conducted in order to answer the question of why public support for sports in the Czech Republic is average, but the participation in amateur sports is far below average.

The research used different types of analysis. One type of analysis was desk research, investigating what is known about the subject and the situation in the Czech Republic. Subsequently a comparative case study was conducted in order to investigate the procedures in 15 municipalities in the Czech Republic. This was done through content analysis of policy documents and sending out a questionnaire to key figures. We sought information about how municipalities deal with requests for funding, which criteria were used in decision-making, and whether these criteria were publicly displayed. We sought data to answer two questions: (1) “Is there a document specifying the general principles for granting subsidies?” and (2) “Is a document containing the specific criteria for obtaining subsidies readily available?”

The results are presented in the next section, giving an overview of sports funding in the Czech Republic. In the other type of analysis, the first author conducted a survey of sports clubs in the Czech Republic in spring 2011. A list of 19 questions was sent to 1567 sports clubs; 430 completed forms were returned. Of those 430 responses, 406 were from not-for-profit organizations. It is difficult to estimate the total number of sports organizations in the Czech Republic, hence we cannot evaluate if the responses are sufficient for a representative sample. The questionnaire was sent to approximately 60% of the sports organizations enrolled in the Czech Sport Association (ČSTV). ČSTV includes 72 sports federations, and it is estimated that 70% of athletes are members of the ČSTV. Among the questions in the survey, the following six are analyzed in the next section: (1) “Did you receive support3 from

---

3 “Support” means financial grants and/or non-financial support.
your municipality?”; (2) “Did you receive support from your sports federation/association?”; (3) “How should grants be allocated?”; (4) “How are grants allocated in reality?”; (5) “Have you noticed a problem with corruption in relation to sports-grants allocation?”; and (6) “What is your opinion of using vouchers for the allocation of grants?” It was expected that the results would vary according to the size of the municipalities. Therefore, it was necessary to distinguish among small and large municipalities. An overview of the municipality sizes is provided in Table 2. The table shows that the distribution of small, medium, and large municipalities as well as the distribution of sports clubs among them is fairly even. There is a slight over-representation of medium-sized municipalities and sports clubs.

Table 2
The number of selected municipalities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of inhabitants in the municipality</th>
<th>Percentage of sports clubs in each category</th>
<th>Percentage of selected municipalities in each category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>less than 5,000</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000 – 10,000</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000 – 50,000</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000 – 150,000</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150,000 – 300,000</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over 300,000</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total:</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of respondents:</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author

Finally, we conducted phone interviews with several Czech municipalities that have implemented a voucher system. The interviews were conducted in February 2013 with the officer responsible for the voucher system.

4. Public financing of sports organizations in the Czech Republic

This section describes the financial relationship between government and the sports sector in the Czech Republic. This research is based on an investigation of the policies in 15 municipalities, and a survey of sports organizations.

In most countries, including the Czech Republic, there are four sources of revenue for the sports sector: the national government, sub-national government, lotteries and participants. In 2007, about €45 million was transferred to amateur sports...
from lotteries (Eurostrategies, 2011 Vol. II, 53). Central government added another €93 million, 60% of which was allocated to amateur sports. Local government spent 71 million, 63% of which was allocated to amateur sports. The participants themselves contributed the largest share, i.e. €300 million (ibid., 56).

The public money from the national government goes mainly to general sports associations and sports-branch federations. At the local level, government especially supports the sports clubs (see Table 3).

**Table 3**
Review of sports NGOs and their public-sector partners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of sports NGO</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Subsidizer</th>
<th>Decision maker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Sport Associations (GSA)</td>
<td>There are nine GSAs, which encompass all sports-branch federations/unions in the Czech Republic. These nine were stakeholders of the biggest lottery company in the Czech Republic. Their role consists of providing financial and non-financial support for sports federations/unions. It seems that their role has been decreasing since 2011.</td>
<td>Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport, Ministry of Defense, Ministry of the Interior EU funds/projects</td>
<td>Ministry committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports branch federations/unions/associations</td>
<td>Members of one of the GSAs. Each sports federation/union incorporates sports clubs in the given sports branch. These federations/unions can be divided into regional sub-federations/unions.</td>
<td>Regional municipalities, Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport EU funds/projects</td>
<td>Represent-ative body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports clubs</td>
<td>Basic unit. Most sports clubs are NGOs; however, some of them operate as ltds, joint stock companies or sole proprietors.</td>
<td>Regional and local municipalities EU funds/projects Sports branch federation</td>
<td>Represent-ative body</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Pavlík 2013

The Czech system of public financial support involves three governmental levels. The national budget is focused on the support of national sports teams and amateur sports. The national grants are allocated to sports federations/associations or directly to primary/secondary schools providing extensive sports education. The most important role is played by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport, which allocates approximately 90% of the financial resources. The Ministry of Defense is focused on military sports and also provides sports centers for selected sports branches (most of the Czech Summer Olympic medalists are enrolled in the army). The Ministry of the Interior provides support for police and fire-fighter sports.
The Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport annually presents “Principles of state support of sports”. Within these “principles” the “financial programs” are established. Currently there are four programs (national sports teams; talented-youth sports; high schools with special sports classes; and general sports activities). The principles of each program address the methodology of resource allocation.

The second level of public financial support consists of the fourteen regions of the Czech Republic. The resources are quite often allocated according to a published methodology. The allocation rules are provided by the municipality body, and there are noticeable differences among regions in the key principles they use. The grant system is based on the condition of a request by a prospective recipient. Hence, there is no automatic allocation. In addition, strategic documents concerning sports policy are not always available.

Local municipalities are the third level of the public financial support system. Most of their financial grants are dedicated to non-profit local sports organizations or local sports events. There are huge differences among municipalities in the system of grants provision and transparency (Pavlík 2012).

The following graph describes the grants provided by governmental and non-governmental institutions and their relationships. The arrows show the cash flow among the institutions. There is a difference between general sports associations and sports federations/associations/unions4.

A general review of financial cash flow is presented in Table 4. The majority of total resources come from the municipal budget (regionals and local municipalities together). The grants allocated to national sports teams amounted to CZK 714,617,000 (€28.5 billion) in 2011, which is approximately a third of the total state expenditures on sports. However, there are also resources dedicated to investment or construction and technical reconstruction of sports facilities. These facilities are used by both national sports teams and other sports clubs. The total portion of resources dedicated to national sports teams cannot be precisely counted due to facility-sharing and the reallocation of financial resources through sports federations/associations.

---

4 There are nine GSAs, which encompass all sports-branches federations/unions in the Czech Republic. These nine were stakeholders of the biggest lottery company in the Czech Republic. Their role consists of providing financial and non-financial support for sports federations/unions. It seems that their role has been decreasing since 2011. Sports federations (or associations or unions) are the organizations that represent given sport branches (i.e. ice-hockey clubs are members of the Czech Ice-hockey Association, which is a member of the Czech Sport Association (the largest of the general sports associations)).
Graph 1
The institutional system of sports support in the Czech Republic

Source: Nemec, Nemec and Pavlík (2013)

Table 4
Expenditure of the state budget and local government budgets on culture and sports in 2011 (EUR million)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenditure on culture and sports</th>
<th>State budget</th>
<th>Local government budgets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Current expenditure</td>
<td>Capital expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical training</td>
<td>72.28</td>
<td>33.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure activities &amp; recreation</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other activities related to culture and sports</td>
<td>108.52</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of the CR, adapted by the authors from the Czech statistical office.

Note: expenditures in Czech koruna (CZK) were converted to Euros at the exchange rate of CZK 25 per Euro.
5. Opinions about sports grants in the Czech Republic at the local level

The outcome of the survey of 430 sports clubs in the Czech Republic by the first author shows that sports clubs receive grants and the non-financial support of municipalities more frequently than they receive support from their own sports federation/association. In Figure 1, the results of two survey questions are provided: 1) Do you receive financial or non-financial support from your municipality? 2) Do you receive financial or non-financial support from your sports federation/association? Respondents were allowed to choose one of four answers displayed in the chart.

About 80% of the sports clubs received financial and/or non-financial support from their local government, while less than 50% got support from their sports federation. Hence, sports clubs are heavily dependent on local government support. This conforms previous research results in the Slovak Republic, where Nemec et al. (2009) showed a risk for sports clubs to be highly dependent on public budgets.

Although it is pretty clear how the Czech national government allocates its funds, namely through the Czech sports association ČSTV, much less is known about the support of sports organizations by local government. Formally, the decision-making process involves three steps: (1) A hearing with the sports (or education) committee, which is an adviser for the municipal body. The committee usually concludes the hearing with some recommendations for the council and the representative body of the municipality. This hearing is not open to the public. (2) The proposal submitted by the committee is discussed by the council of the municipality and it is concluded with recommendations for the representative body. This process is also closed to the public. (3) The representative body makes a decision, usually in accordance with the recommendations of the council and the committee. The results of the decision-making process are then made public.

The comparative case study does not illuminate the criteria used by local governments, and indicates a lack of transparency in the decision-making processes. Table 5 shows that most municipalities lack explicit principles underlying their funding and that explicit criteria are incomplete or absent in most municipalities. This indicates a mostly non-transparent funding system for sports organizations.

No significant differences were found among municipalities in the three given size categories. One might expect the problem of non-transparency to be seen more often in small municipalities, but this was not the case. Most municipalities stated that they use certain criteria. However, these criteria are not specified by the decision makers. For instance, sports clubs with more youth members – a possible target group for sports-club funding – do not know if they are in a better situation for funding than sports clubs with more medal winners. Such criteria, sufficiently
specified for transparent decision-making, are available in only one-third of the municipalities.

**Figure 1**

Comparison of support received from local municipalities and sports federations (in percentage of respondents, 2011)
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Source: author

More important than the lack of scholarly knowledge is the fact that sports organizations themselves are also often unsure how municipalities arrive at the decision of whether to allocate subsidies.

Based on the questionnaire results, we can conclude that 76% of sports clubs apply for grants on a regular basis. The respondents expect that these applications follow a transparent process, i.e. that clear criteria crucial for grants allocations are available. When asked how funds should be allocated, sports organizations men-
tioned membership rates, specific target groups such as young people, and the popularity of the sport (See Figure 2).

**Figure 2**
How should grants be allocated?

![Pie chart showing allocation methods](image)

Source: Pavlík (2013)

However, when asking how such decisions are made in reality, only 22% could identify clear criteria, and another 22% identified membership rates as important. More than 50% stated that the decision is made in some other way, 44% of which stated that local government decisions in this regard are especially based on informal relationships between the representatives of the sports organizations and the decision makers (see Table 6).

**Table 6**
How are grants allocated in reality?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>based on definite criteria of the examination process</td>
<td>21.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>based on the number of members (more members = more money)</td>
<td>22.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>based on informal relationship with decision-makers</td>
<td>43.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>based on the popularity of the sport (higher popularity = more money)</td>
<td>3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>9.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author
Based on these figures we can conclude that in the Czech Republic having friendly relations with the local subsidizer seems more important for receiving money than any formal criteria. Sports organizations have to provide a lot of information about their organization and about the purpose of the request, but in most cases they have no information about the examination criteria and preferred allocation alternatives.

Does this imply something like corruption in relation to the local grants to sports organizations? Not necessarily, but the lack of transparency is seen as a cause of corruption.

A significant number of respondents from the sports clubs in the survey have observed corruption, although its occurrence is less noted than the lack of transparency. Experience with direct forms of corruption was reported by 13.3% of the sports clubs. In combination with the reported occurrence of symbolic corruption\(^5\), this means that 30.7% of the respondents reported that the decision-making process involved corruption (see Figure 3). We also noticed that those respondents who supported the idea of a voucher system were facing the corruption more frequently in comparison with the total results (see part 3).

**Figure 3**

Have you noticed any corruption in relation to sports grants?

![Bar chart showing the percentage of respondents who noticed corruption.](chart.png)

Source: author

A preliminary conclusion based on these findings is that decisions about subsidies, funds and grants from local authorities to sports organizations in the Czech Republic deviate from the norms and standards that would be expected. Such decisions seem to lack clear principles or criteria, and to lack transparency in the pro-

\(^5\) Symbolic corruption is a situation when, before or after deciding, a decision-maker (politician) or bureaucrat (responsible for formal aspects of granting) receives a non-financial gift with low monetary value (e.g. a bottle of alcohol or a box of chocolates).
cess. One unpleasant result was that some form of corruption was mentioned by 30% of all sports clubs.

6. Using public funds for providing vouchers

Could a different method of public funding make a difference? We investigate the actual use of the voucher system and the opinions of sports organizations about such a system. In theory, this use of public funds is very simple because the target group is directly approached and sports participation is directly influenced. Furthermore, the chance of corruption is decreased, because it is unlikely that the recipients of the vouchers will try to bribe the provider. Finally, such a system increases the freedom of the recipient in terms of the choice of where to spend the voucher.

Although the majority of public funds are spent through sports clubs and associations, the idea of vouchers used for grants allocation is not unknown in the Czech Republic. We provide examples of three cities where a part of the total financial resources dedicated to sports was allocated according to a vouchers program.

The vouchers system was implemented in three cities in the Czech Republic: Hodonín with 25,000 inhabitants and the longest history with a voucher system (since 2008), Opava with 58,000 inhabitants, and Poděbrady with almost 14,000 inhabitants. Yet another city (Prostějov with 44,000 inhabitants) is considering a voucher system (Bursa 2012). Each city has its own system, but there are similarities. The voucher system in all these cities is based on shared principles. First, a person who has the right to receive a voucher has to visit the municipal office to get it. Next, the voucher (one or all parts) is given to the sports club preferred by the voucher bearer. Third, the sports clubs submit the received vouchers to the municipality, and consequently they receive financial support. The value of the voucher can be established explicitly before distribution (€40 per voucher in 2012 in Prostějov) or derived from the total amount dedicated to subsidies and the number of vouchers presented by the sports club (Hodonín – ex-post €85 per voucher in 2012). Based on the available information, the value of vouchers allocated to one recipient is between €40 and 100 per year. Although voucher systems are usually more transparent than typical grant systems, we noticed difficulties in obtaining information about vouchers on the web pages in these cities.

All of the cities use vouchers as a supplementary method of allocating financial support for selected groups of recipients. However, differences can be found in the systems.

The first variable in the voucher system is the definition of the target recipient group by age. Hodonín (2012a, 2012b, 2012c, 2012d) and Opava enabled vouchers only for 6–18 or 6–19 year olds; Poděbrady does not apply age restrictions. A direct grant from the municipal budget excludes a sports club from the voucher system in
Opava (2012a, 2012b). It is possible to get a voucher even if the recipient does not have a permanent address in the city in Hodonín.

Another variable is the divisibility of the voucher into parts (Hodonín and Opava enable division into two parts, Poděbrady (2012) into three parts). The divisibility of the voucher means that each part of the voucher can be given to different organizations or all parts can be given to only one.

**Table 7**

Main differences among the voucher system in analyzed municipalities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Determination of the value of voucher</th>
<th>Expenditure on one recipient in CZK (2012)</th>
<th>Target group</th>
<th>Number of parts</th>
<th>Number of supported recipients (2012)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hodonín</td>
<td>Floating (ex post)</td>
<td>2118</td>
<td>Age 6–18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>875 (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opava</td>
<td>Floating (ex post)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Age 6–19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poděbrady</td>
<td>Floating (ex post)</td>
<td>youth 900; seniors 300</td>
<td>No age limit</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostějov (proposal)</td>
<td>Fixed (ex ante)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Age 6–19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Pavlík 2013 – updated by authors

Is there support for the more widespread use of the voucher system? Sports organizations were asked this question. The answers are given in Figure 4. The dominant opinion is negative. The use of vouchers is feared for its bureaucratic consequences for both the sports organization and the municipality. The organization does not receive money directly; instead, vouchers represent a system in which the sports organization, in order to receive money, has to collect and return the vouchers, thus necessitating an administration system. Furthermore, the respondents fear that less popular sports will suffer under the voucher system. Nonetheless, a significant part of the respondents judge voucher systems positively because of the increased transparency.

There is no significant difference in answer of voucher supporters and total results in the case of the extension of support received from the municipality and the sports federation. However, we can notice some differences in the answers to the question of how grants are allocated in the reality. Those who support the idea of vouchers are more often convinced that grants are allocated according to informal relationships with decision-makers.
Figure 4
Using vouchers for grants allocation

Source: author

Figure 5
How are grants allocated in reality?

Source: authors

Note: This question allowed more than one answer, hence a correlation analysis with the answer about vouchers (also more than one answer allowed) is not possible.
Both figures show that there is much reluctance regarding the introduction of vouchers, especially because they are expected to increase administrative stress for both clubs and municipalities.

This hesitance is, however, based on prejudice. We interviewed the officials responsible in those municipalities that use vouchers. They reported that they were rather satisfied with this system. The most important benefits mentioned were that vouchers are considered to be indeed more transparent and fair; that they motivate parents to make their children join a sports club, as these parents were involved in the allocation process; and that administrative burdens were not increased. Most of the municipalities also reported that during the introduction of the system they noticed a somewhat negative reaction, but over time both individuals and sports clubs accepted the voucher system. Therefore, the experiences are rather positive. Voucher systems do increase the transparency of the provision of sports grants and, under the influence of parents, increase sports participation, especially of children. One has to be cautious with interpreting these remarks. The municipalities were unable to ground these opinions with hard data, and further research in the matter is therefore necessary.

7. Conclusion

This paper investigated sports-sector subsidies in the Czech Republic. From comparative figures on such subsidies and participation rates it could be concluded that the Czech Republic has a problem. Public money is sufficiently provided, comparable to other European countries. However, the sports participation rate is relatively low compared to other countries. Therefore this paper investigated whether something could be amiss in the procedures regarding the provision of funds to the sports sector in the Czech Republic, especially at the local level, and whether the introduction of an alternative – a voucher system – could resolve the issues involved.

The research showed that there is indeed a problem in Czech municipalities in relation to subsidizing sports organizations. We conducted a comparative case study and a large-scale survey among sports organizations. The outcomes were unpromising. Actual decisions about subsidies, funds, and grants from local authorities to sports organizations deviate from the norms and standards that would be expected. The decision-making processes lack clear principles. Criteria on which decisions to give money to a sports club should be based are often unavailable or non-existent. According to the sports clubs themselves, a friendly relationship with the provider of subsidies is the most important factor determining the amount of money their sports club gets. The unpleasant consequence of this is that some form of corruption in these decision-making processes is experienced by 30% of all sports clubs.

If this figure is a correct reflection of reality, this could explain the puzzle presented in the introduction of this article. Perhaps the Czech Republic spends an
amount of money on sports which is above average, compared to other European countries. However, subtracting from the total amount of money spent, the percentage in which fraud seems to be involved, could explain why participation in sports is below average in the Czech Republic. Part of the money just does not reach the target group.

One of the challenges is to suggest an administratively simple, but transparent and efficient system for the decision-making concerning grants. In theory, a voucher system could help make the allocation of public funds to the sports sector more transparent and less corrupt. This system is already in use in three municipalities in the Czech Republic. Many a sports club acknowledges the advantage of voucher systems in terms of transparency, but they also fear the administrative burdens involved and fear that less popular sports will suffer from the introduction of a voucher system.

The examples of municipalities in the Czech Republic in which vouchers are used are positive. They reported that the voucher system could be a useful tool for supporting non-profit sports clubs at least as an additional method to the standard grant system based on the request of sports clubs and the decision-making process of the municipality (according to sometimes unclear criteria). This is further support for the conclusion that the introduction of a voucher system could resolve at least part of the problems visible in the Czech municipalities. Of course we acknowledge that experience with using vouchers is still scarce, but the outcomes of this investigation point to the possibility that vouchers can be a useful policy tool.

It does not imply that questions like “How can we adequately support sports through public budgets?” or “How can we increase the transparency of such support?” could be completely resolved by such a system, but if we ever want to improve sports support and achieve positive effects for society from public involvement, then we have to stop non-transparent grant allocation and consistently seek best practices.
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